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Top 10 Reasons to Use Load DynamiX  
Load DynamiX transforms the way IT organizations 
validate & deploy storage technologies   
 

Roll-out new services and applications  faster 
Applications deployed on shared storage infrastructure have 
unpredictable performance characteristics. With Load DynamiX, 
networked storage can be fully tested to determine its performance limits 
in advance of production deployment, mitigating risk and accelerating 
new application or service roll-outs.  

Optimize storage purchases & configurations 
Most IT organizations replace their storage systems every 3-4 years.  Load 
DynamiX helps you choose between products from various vendors and 
ensures that storage acquisitions and configurations are aligned to application 
workload performance requirements.  The elimination of storage under or 
over-provisioning leads to substantial and immediate ROI. 

Determine best flash/SSD deployment strategy  
Incorporating flash storage is likely the biggest performance-impacting 
change that can be made to the data center.  Load DynamiX helps determine 
where flash or hybrid storage will have the biggest performance impact and 
highest ROI for application workloads.  We help you determine the optimal 
configurations and trade-offs between SSDs and HDDs. 

Ensure a smooth private cloud migration    
Moving from a client/server to a private cloud architecture requires careful 
planning. Load DynamiX helps you plan, configure, optimize, and 
troubleshoot private cloud migrations. Know your performance limits before 
going live. 

Transition from FC to Ethernet-based storage   
IT organizations are increasingly transitioning from Fibre Channel to 
Ethernet-based storage due to lower costs and easier management.  Load 
DynamiX helps determine which workloads can move to NAS, iSCSI, or 
other low-cost storage solution without sacrificing performance. 
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http://www.linkedin.com/company/221570?trk=tyah
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Load-DynamiX/287927074597112
https://twitter.com/LoadDynamiX
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xal7YqILihM
http://www.loaddynamix.com/
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Understand performance impact of data compression, deduplication & 
virtualization  

Storage technologies such as compression, inline deduplication and 
storage/server virtualization add performance overhead to the 
infrastructure and potential negative impact on application performance. 
Load DynamiX assesses this performance impact and helps compare 
various vendor implementations relative to each other before you deploy. 
Decisions can be based on data, not guesswork.    

                      

Ensure smooth application software upgrades  
Application and database upgrades or changes can have a significant impact 
on response times as the storage access patterns can change in an 
unpredictable fashion.  Load DynamiX enables the validation of changes in 
applications such as Oracle, SAP, and Microsoft in the test and dev lab 
before going live.  Any performance impact will be known well in advance. 

 

Safeguard consolidation or migration projects   
Mergers, acquisitions, re-orgs or just executive edicts to cut costs often lead 
to consolidation projects.  The results of consolidations and migrations are 
frequently unpredictable and are prone to problems.  Load DynamiX helps 
validate the performance and scalability of the new storage infrastructure 
before the live cutover is enacted. 

 

Implement a change validation process that ensures adherence to 
production SLAs    

In addition to application and technology changes, storage and switch 
vendors offer device firmware updates quarterly. You may not implement 
every upgrade or software feature, but when you do, Load DynamiX 
proactively validates that changes do not impact performance or data 
integrity, well before implementing the change into production. 

 

Use the gold standard    
Load DynamiX won the "Product of the Year" Gold award by Storage 
Magazine/SearchStorage.com in the storage management category. The 
judges were awed by the product's ability to generate massive, realistic loads 
to stress enterprise storage systems.  Load Dynamix is also the gold standard 
used by every major storage vendor and a significant number of Global 1000 
IT organizations. 
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